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ESTOPPEL 
 
 

 
 
 

 
  

How to answer an IRAC question concerning fiduciary duties 
I. Statement of principle – repudiation of an induced belief  

II. Has X induced an expectation in Y? 
III. Has Y relied on the expectation, and was the reliance reasonable? 
IV. Will Y suffer detriment if the expectation is not met? 
V. Would it be unconscionable in all the circumstances to allow the expectation to be defeated? 

VI. Do any defences apply? 
VII. What would be the appropriate relief? 

I. STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLE – REPUDIATION OF AN INDUCED BELIEF 

[from slides]: equity will provide relief when a person’s conduct will see an expectation they induced 
defeated and it would be unconscionable to allow the expectant person to suffer from that.   
 
[from the textbook]: The basic purpose of an estoppel is to prevent the harm that results from a person 
repudiating the foundation of a belief or assumption he or she has induced. 
 
‘Equity will not permit an unjust or unconscionable departure by a party from an assumption or 
expectation…which that party has caused another party to adopt for the purpose of their legal relations’. 
Crown Melbourne Ltd v Cosmopolitan Hotel (Vic) Pty Ltd at 68 (Nettle J) (‘Crown Melbourne’). 
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IV. SILENCE 

• Representations can be adduced from a ‘failure to speak where there was a duty to speak…’: Legione v 
Hateley at 438–9 (Mason and Deane JJ) 

• However, ‘An estoppel by silence rarely arises ... ’ KMA Corporation Pty Ltd v G & F Productions Pty Ltd 
at 249 (Eames J) (‘KMA’) 

o This is because silence is rarely unequivocal and is unlikely to evidence a clear statement of the 
terms of the representation alleged  

 
When is there a duty to speak? 

• A duty to speak depends on ‘whether a reasonable person would have expected the respondent 
to bring the true state of facts to the attention of the appellant, so as, to correct a mistaken 
assumption, known to have been made, and where it was his duty in conscience to correct the 
assumption.’ KMA at 249 (Eames J) 

o ‘The act of standing by without correcting the plaintiff’s mistaken belief is itself an act of 
encouragement’: Priestley v Priestley at [109]  

II. HAS X INDUCED AN EXPECTATION IN Y? 

i.e. has there been a representation / assumption  
 
The foundation for establishing an estoppel is proof of a promise or the creation of an assumption  

a person must have ‘played such a part in the adoption of, or persistence in, the assumption’ that 
he or she ‘would be guilty of unjust and oppressive conduct’ if they were to depart from it to be 
estopped: Commonwealth v Verwayen at 444 (Deane J) 

 
How can expectations / representations be made?  

I. Words expressly 
II. Words impliedly 

III. Conduct  
IV. Silence 

 
Consideration: CLARITY 

I. WORDS EXPRESSLY 

• Obviously the easiest to establish 
• Still have to point to the inducement element – other elements will likely be more contentious  

II. WORDS IMPLIEDLY 

• The ‘representation’ need not be express.  
• It can be implied by the words used as per Legione v Hateley at 438 (Mason and Deane JJ) 

III. CONDUCT 

• A representation can be inferred from conduct: Legione v Hateley 
• More commonly, evidence of conduct clarifies a prior representation and may remove or at least reduce 

disputes over it  
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CLARITY 

To be probative for the purposes of estoppel, the representation must be clear and unequivocal, whether in 
relation to present fact or future intention or conduct: Legione v Hateley at 436-437 per Mason and Deane 
JJ.  
 
Why? As per Lord Denning MR in Woodhouse AC Israel Cocoa Ltd SA v Nigerian Produce Marketing Co Ltd at 
60, when a man is estopped, ‘[h]e is stopped from telling the truth.  He should not be stopped on an 
ambiguity.’ 
 
Ask how would the representation ‘be reasonably understood by the addressee in the context of the 
surrounding circumstances’?: Accurate Financial Consultants Pty Ltd v Koko Black Pty Ltd 

• CONTEXT matters here – the bounds of sufficient clarity rest heavily on the factual context  
o Thorner v Major – farmers; in their context it was reasonable to assume the representation  
o In family or domestic situations, it may not be unreasonable for a representee to adopt an 

assumption on language and conduct less equivocal than in arm’s length business 
relationships: MacDonald v Frost  

Unlikely to be clear and unequivocal (still have to look at the factual circumstances and explain why): 
• Mere statement of opinion. 
• General, careful, tentative or qualified remarks, or remarks about a plan at a very preliminary stage 

(toe-dipping): Mobil Oil Australia Ltd v Lyndel Nominees Pty Ltd (‘Mobil Oil’). 
• A statement which indicates expressly that the one making it can change their mind. 
• An alleged representation contained in pre-contractual documentation, expressed to be subject to 

some future contingency (preparation of a formal contract: Whittle v Parnell Mogas Pty Ltd (2006) 
94 SASR 421, or council approval for subdivision: Hayden v Mitchell 

• A representation expressed or reasonably understood to be revocable e.g. promise of inheritance 
in a will – a will is an inherently revocable instrument  
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For further examples of unreasonableness – see 7B notes  

III. HAS Y RELIED ON THE EXPECTATION, AND WAS THE RELIANCE 
REASONABLE? 

PART ONE: RELIANCE HAS BEEN ACTED / RELIED UPON 

• In addition to establishing a clear and unequivocal representation, it must be shown that that 
assumption was in fact acted upon’: Crown Melbourne at 17 (French CJ, Kiefel and Bell JJ). 

 
• Although it does not need to be the ‘sole reason’ for their conduct, it must be ‘a substantial cause’ 

Etchison v ANZ Executors and Trustee Co Ltd at [46] (McMurdo J) (‘Etchison’) 
o Look to see if there are other significant reasons why they acted in such a way and judge 

their importance 

PART TWO: THAT RELIANCE WAS REASONABLE 

 The reliance must have been reasonable to ground an estoppel: Walton Stores (Interstate) Ltd v Maher  
 
• In Bell Group Ltd (in liq) v Westpac Banking Corporation [No 9] Justice Owen notes there are actually 

two inquiries here. 
1. Was it reasonable to rely on the representation? 
2. Was it reasonable to rely on it in the way the person did? 

 
*This is a context-dependent judgement – close scrutiny of the facts is needed* 

Reasonableness is determined according to the facts of each case, with reference to the parties 
involved, their knowledge and bargaining position, and the circumstances in which the alleged 
representation was made: Austotel Pty Ltd v Franklins Selfserve Pty Ltd 

Other considerations 
• Actual knowledge in the representee of the untruth of the representation will 

prevent an estoppel: N B Hunt & Sons Ltd v Maori Trustee 
• An estoppel is not defeated because the representee had the means of 

knowing or discovering the truth: Nigel Watts Fashion Agencies Pty Ltd v GIO 
General Ltd 

• A representation made casually, in an informal location or on an informal 
occasion may operate to deny the representee’s claim that her or his reliance 
was reasonable: Sterns Trading Pty Ltd v Steinman; Mobil Oil Australia Ltd v 
Wellcome International Pty Ltd  

• Knowledge of the representor’s position generally carries with it knowledge of 
the limitations of that person’s authority 

• e.g. Legione v Hateley – the respondent’s solicitor was taken to have 
been aware of the limits on the clerk’s authority 

• The relative bargaining strength of the parties can impact on the 
reasonableness of the reliance 

• Where the parties’ relative position places the representor in a far 
stronger position than the representee the latter’s reliance on the 
representation may be more likely to be reasonable 
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IV. WILL Y SUFFER DETRIMENT IF THE EXPECTATION IS NOT MET? 

• The detriment suffered must be substantial (or material or significant): Gillett v Holt  
• The extent of the detriment is important in terms of remedies, because estoppel, at least arguably, 

supports only ‘the minimum equity to do justice’: Crabb v Arun District Council at 198 (Scarman LJ). 
 
There are many forms of detriment: 

• Psychological harm e.g. stress, anxiety and strain may constitute detriment for the purposes of 
estoppel as per Deane and Dawson JJ in Commonwealth v Verwayen 

• Lost opportunities: 
• Labour: Jackson v Crosby [No 2] 
• Expenditure on renovations: Stenlake v Whipps 

 
 
Detriment and compensation 

• If a person is adequately compensated for the detriment, it cannot ground an estoppel. 
• Estoppel might still be available if a person is only partially compensated: Metropolitan Transit 

Authority v Waverley Transit Pty Ltd 
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V. WOULD IT BE UNCONSCIONABLE IN ALL THE CIRCUMSTANCES TO ALLOW 
THE EXPECTATION TO BE DEFEATED? 

Basic question: would it be unconscionable for the representor to go back on their word or act as if the 
assumption they induced wasn’t true? 

As always, ‘unconscionability’ here is a term of art, not a ‘loose’ word 
 

What must be unconscionable is not the dealings per se between the parties, not the conduct of the judge 
in refusing relief, but the representor’s (intended) departure from the representation  

STANDARD 

• To have ‘played such a part in the adoption of, or persistence in, the assumption’ that they ‘would be 
guilty of unjust and oppressive conduct’ if they were to depart from it (Verwayen at 444 (Deane J)), a 
person will need to have: 

1. induced the assumption in some way (or confirmed one induced in another manner); and 
2. intended, known, or ought to have known that reliance and subsequent detriment would 

follow.   
• The detriment to be suffered will also need to be severe enough to attract equity’s attention. 

KNOWLEDGE  

the person who is being estopped has to have done something to affect their conscience: and whether one’s 
conscience is affected brings in questions of knowledge 
 
It is sufficient if the party sought to be estopped ought to have known or foreseen that the representee 
would rely on the promise to her or his detriment: Commonwealth v Verwayen 
 
A court is unlikely to find unconscionable conduct in a person who lacked knowledge concerning the effect 
of its representation on the representee: Winterton Constructions Pty Ltd v Hambros Australia Ltd 

NOTICE 

The giving of sufficient notice of an intention to resile from a representation may make it unreasonable for 
the representee to rely on the original representation to her or his detriment and thus preclude a finding of 
unconscionable conduct in the representor 
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VI. DO ANY DEFENCES APPLY? 

Laches, unclean hands etc.  
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VII. WHAT WOULD BE THE APPROPRIATE RELIEF? 

• This is very frequently a key issue in estoppel cases, and it ties back into the question of what detriment 
you’re relieving against. 

• Possible remedies: specific performance, constructive trust, charge or lien, compensation, injunction 
etc. 

PROPRIETARY ESTOPPEL 

• ‘[T]he assurances given to the claimant (expressly or impliedly, or, in standing-by cases, tacitly) should 
relate to identified property owned (or, perhaps, about to be owned) by the defendant’: Thorner v Major 
at 965–6 (Lord Walker) 

• Prevents an owner of an interest in property from asserting her or his rights against another party whom 
he or she has allowed or encouraged to deal with that interest, or act in relation to that property, as if 
the latter had rights to the property 

• There’s an active and a passive form of proprietary estoppel, which links up with what we already know 
about assumptions and representations in equity. 

o Estoppel by acquiescence (passive) is where the person acquiesced to the expenditure. 
o Estoppel by encouragement (active), unsurprisingly, is where a person directly encourages 

another to do something re: property which will have them out of pocket or otherwise leave 
them in the lurch. 

 

PROMISSORY ESTOPPEL 

• The operation of estoppel by acquiescence or encouragement extended beyond the proprietary context  
• Despite initial reluctance in Australia, promissory estoppel was accepted as part of Australian law in 

Legione v Hateley 
• Waltons Stores gives us the modern position, in which: 

o it’s not just promises about an existing contractual right that can ground a promissory 
estoppel; and 

o it can be a sword (cause of action), as well as a shield (defence).    

The appropriate relief will depend on the view of detriment taken (see earlier section). 
 
BUT the court is always able to adjust relief according to what is equitable in the circumstances (Sidhu v Van 
Dyke). 
 
See Jennings v Rice where the narrow view was adopted given the differing evaluation of services rendered 
to relief acquired in broad view. 


